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3rd largest residential end-use1,270 aMW, behind only heating (1,612) and water heating (1,322), per 2015 7th Plan projections 	Source: https://www.nwcouncil.org/media/7149693/7thplandraft_appndxe_demandfcst_20151020.pdf (Table E-3)~6% of total consumption…1,270 aMW divided by 20,766 (sum of all sectors) 	Source: https://www.nwcouncil.org/media/7149693/7thplandraft_appndxe_demandfcst_20151020.pdf (Table E-2)More than a quarter of savings…Per most recent (2015) Council Regional Progress Report (RCP), lighting was 27% and 30% of residential energy savings and demand reductions, respectively. Second only to electronics.Source: https://nwcouncil.app.box.com/s/7vlwqq2o10e7gbq8d39gimacln7zx5ns (Slide 18)
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Residential lighting is undergoing what by any measure has to be called revolution. There are four reasons for this rapid disruption.More abundant and cheaper LEDsThe first and most significant driver of the market turmoil is the dramatic technological advancements occurring every year.  I’m talking, specifically, of course, about the development and deployment of LEDs.  Cost reductions and performance advancements are improving the economic appeal of LEDs not just every year, but every quarter.  This includes the proliferation of non-ENERGY STAR LEDs. Federal regulationsA second driver of change is regulations on traditional technologies like incandescent lamps. Over three years, beginning in 2012, the Energy Independence and Security Act prohibited the manufacture of 100W, 75W and 60W incandescent lamps opening up considerable market share for other technologies.New market actors and channelsResidential customers are also purchasing their lamps from new players and in new ways, most notably through an emerging online lighting marketplace.Divestment in CFLsLong the hallmark of residential efficiency, manufacturers – and in turn retailers – are turning the page on CFLs and focusing their R&D budgets on LEDs
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We track markets because accurately characterizing markets and collecting sales data leads directly to more accurate Momentum Savings estimates. We use this rich data to create reliable regional models that enable us to understanding efficiency gains outside of programs. Since Momentum Savings represent more than a 1/3 of BPA’s achievement toward regional conservation planning goals, it’s critical we build our models on the latest and most accurate information possible.
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To keep pace with this rapidly changing market…We reviewed most recent regional and national lighting studies and evaluationsWe interviewed market actors to understand market trends and determine what’s coming We analyzed sales and shelf data to see what PNW customers are buyingWe modeled total residential lighting consumption over time and estimate Momentum Savings The team supplemented its primary data collection efforts by reviewing over 30 regional and national lighting studies, evaluations, and datasets 
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Literature reviews are not the sexiest of tasks, but they are prudent first step in any market research effort. We used the literature review to:Determine what regional and national resources were available to the team Identify information gapsAlign our study – approaches, definitions, terminology – within the larger market research and regional assessments that happen in the regionEmphasize: To maximize the value of this research – and the resulting model - it was critical that our work fit within the regional context both retrospectively (2011 RBSA/6th plan) and prospectively (2017-18 RBSA and 7th Plan).
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Based on the literature review and BPA research interests, we targeted a number of different market actors for in-depth, and often in-person, interviews.To understand the state of LEDs development, we completed over 20 in-person interviews with lamp, fixture, and controls manufacturers and their sales representatives at LightFairTo get more of a program perspective, we also attended the 2016 ENERGY STAR Partner Meeting and met with a dozen retailers and their primary manufacturers.Manufacturers and retailers are the most influential market actors, but we also wanted to explore some lighting market niches where less was known. This included lighting showrooms, builders and online-only lighting retailers. Our interviews with these market actors took place over the phone and tended to more exploratory in nature. We were primarily interested in determining the size of these market niches and how their sales – and supply chains – were similar or different to traditional lighting retailers.
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The team analyzed three different data sources.:NIELSENThe first is Nielsen sales data. The Nielsen data offers detailed, full category – that is information about all lighting technologies, incandescents, halogens, CFLs, and LEDs - sales records for a subset of PNW retailers. Full category sales data are the gold standard for market research and program planning.Unfortunately, not all retailers agreed to share their sales data with Nielsen. This includes some high-volume Do-It-Yourself stores responsible for large percentages of program participation.Used 2011-2015, represented ~25% of the market in the modelNEEA’S SHELF SURVEYSTo understand what is happening at these other retailers, we are relying on NEEA’s annual retailer shelf surveys. Each year, usually in late fall, NEEA visits a sample of regional retailers and takes an inventory of all the lighting on the shelves. They collect a massive amount of information – the number of units, the technology, the wattage, the cost, whether it’s ES qualified – everything. And while shelf data is not the same thing as actual sales data, these retailers have a very detailed understand their customer’s preferences and stock their shelves accordingly. As a result, we believe the shelf data, while imperfect, offers a lot of insight into what is happening at the register.NEEA began collecting shelf stocking data in 2005, but today we’re going to focus on more recent trends. Specifically, since 2011, the year before the Energy Independence and Security Act, more commonly known as EISA, became effective.Used 2009-2015, represented ~70% of the market in the model(If asked: NEEA usually visits around 75 retailers, stratified by state and retailer channel) ONLINEWe have 2015 sales data. There is some uncertainty surrounding their share of the residential market because they sell lamps to both the residential and non-residential sector. We estimate their residential share is 4%. The dataset the team analyzed contains the number of units, technology, wattage, cost, bulb shape, bulb style, model number, and whether it’s ES qualified.Used 2015 only; represented ~5% of the market in the model



We used the  
CHAIN LOGIC METHOD  

to develop representative  
market averages. 
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Collectively, those three resources span the major retail segments and tell us a lot about the market as a whole. However, if we want to develop regional market averages – whether wattage, technology mixes, or cost – for our model or for RTF measure updates, we need to aggregate these data in a manner that reflects the relative size of each retailer and retail segment in the NW. To do this, we use an approach called the Chain Logic Method, which considers each retailer and retail segments market share to develop NW-specific sales data-weighted averages. This step is critical to produces reliable and accurate results. 



MODELING 

Every Lamp Sold 
(66 million) 

Every Socket 
(300 million) 

Every Home 
(5.6 million) 
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We built a sophisticated stock turnover model of the regional lighting market. We built up the stock data—every home and socket in the Northwest, based on RBSA—and then used lifetime and hours of use information to estimate the total volume of lamps sold in each year. The model includes eight applications (general purpose, reflectors, decorative and mini base, globe, three-way, linear, outdoor general purpose, and outdoor reflector) and six technologies (CFL, LED, Incandescent, halogen, T8 and T12) to capture trends in different types of lighting. IT also includes multiple lumen bins for each application. The model uses actual retail sales data from the chain logic analysis, and includes economic logic to forecast sales based on cost and past trends. This model allows us to track a lot of information: total consumption from lighting, total lamps installed and sold, and average characteristics of lamps in the stock over time. Notes: Number of lamps sold declines from 99.5 million in 2010 to 66.5 million in 2015, across six technologiesNumber of sockets grows from 2.96 million in 2009 to 3.09 million in 2015, encompassing eight different lighting applicationsHousing stock grows from 5.6 million units in 2009 to 5.8 million units in 2015 (Single family, multifamily and manufactured homes)t
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All of this detail enabled us to estimate how the total residential lighting consumption has changed since 2010 relative to the model baseline—giving us market savings. 



WHAT DID 
WE LEARN? 
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Okay, enough with the meta-data discussion, let’s talk about what these data tell us about how the residential lighting market has changed over the last five years.
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This slides provides all five years of general service market trends in one place. You can see clearly that LEDs and halogens went from non-factors in 2011 to two of the three dominant technologies in 2015, while incandescent market share plummeted from 68% to 12% over the same timeframe. CFLs have remained an important technology, although LEDs are increasing eating into their market share.In total, we have a very different technology mix in 2015 and market in which the majority of sales are efficient. And these trends have continued. In fact, NEEA, through their 2016 LTMT, found that LED market share were up to 43% in 2016. LEDs increased market share came largely at the expense of CFLs, which NEEA found dropped all the way to 12%. Halogen saw a small bump – 36%, while incandescents continued their precipitous decline now all the way down to 9%.Source: Unit sales by technology. Weighted analysis of Nielsen Sales data and NEEA Shelf Data, 2011-2015.
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The previous slides focused on general purpose lamps, which are 57% of regional sockets per NEEA’s 2011 RBSA.  Now, let’s turn our attention to specialty lamps – that is decorative, reflector, globe, and three-ways lamps. There are some overall trends that look similar – more LEDs and less incandescents – but the changes are muted relative to the previous slide, primarily due to EISA exemptions for many of these lamp types.. Again, NEEA found these trends largely continued in 2016, althought incandescents remain the majority of specialty sales.[LEDs (36%), CFLs (2%), Halogen (8%), and incandescents (54%)]Source: Unit sales by technology. Weighted analysis of Nielsen Sales data and NEEA Shelf Data, 2011-2015.
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So, what does this mean for the average lamp sold in 2011 versus 2015? Here we can see that lower wattage and higher efficacy lead to lower kWh consumption for the average lamp sold. This is the very definition of energy efficiency – getting the same most of light (or more) but using less energy.Based on all shipments in 2011 and 2015 (all applications and technologies)



MEANINGFUL 
DIFFERENCE 

$ $ $ 

$52 Annual Savings per Customer 
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This leads to lower lighting electricity use—and costs—for consumers. Operating costs, relative to 2011. Based on total household lighting consumption per year (all technologies, lumen bins, and applications)



THE AVERAGE LAMP ALSO 
LASTS TWICE AS LONG 

4.4 Years 8.3 Years 

2011 2015 
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An important benefit of LEDs is that, in addition to being more efficient, they also last a lot longer – as long as 25 years. So, as a result of LEDs increasing in the sales mix over the last five years, we’ve seen the average age for retail lamps double. Again, these values reflect the mix of lamps sold in each year.
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If lamps last longer than customers won’t need to buy them as frequently. In fact, despite continuous growth in the residential housing stock, we anticipate total lamp sales will fall by 1/3 between 2009 and 2017.	                    2009    2015      2017 Homes (millions)                   5.6       5.8          6.0 Lamp Sales (millions)            99        67           61 
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Okay, let’s talk about what we found when we put all this market intelligence into our regional residential lighting consumption model.
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The research team estimates that total residential lighting energy consumption in the Pacific Northwest dropped by 39% between 2009 (1,338 aMW) and 2015 (813 aMW). This reduction is a combination of three factors. First, the 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) prohibiting the manufacture of the most common incandescent lamps between 2012 and 2014. Second, a rapid decline in the cost of highly efficacious light-emitting diode (LED) lamps. Third, regional utilities running programs that promote efficient lighting technologies. 



330,000 HOMES EVERY DRYER  
IN THE NW 
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334,000 Homes2011 RBSA Single Family: 13,124 kwh/year per home(1aMW = 8.67 million kwh)(8.67 mln *500)/13,124 = 333,740 homes annuallyEvery Dryer (annual consumption)6P Energy Conservation Standards Savings Model; Residential dryer usage in 2015, “Results-TH” tab cell J40 (446 aMW)Hungry Horse Damnhttps://www.nwcouncil.org/energy/powersupply/dam-guide/dam?id=13  (428MW)
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A significant driver for these larger market savings were local utility lighting programs. Between 2010 and 2015, regional utilities and NEEA incentivized more than 95 million screw-in lamps. BPA estimates there were approximately 492 million total lamp sales during this timeframe, which means programs touched almost one in five lamps sold in the region. Also, since utility programs only incentivized efficient lamps another way to think about this is that programs touched approximately 50% of CFLs and LEDs sold in the region.
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The research team found that utility and NEEA savings outpaced total market savings in 2010 and 2011 relative to the 2009 frozen baseline. As market efficiency increased, Momentum Savings accumulated, resulting in 92 aMW of total Momentum Savings between 2010 and 2015. The negative savings in the early years reflected that all of the efficient market share present in 2009 was, by definition, part of the frozen baseline—only incremental gains in efficient technologies after 2009 produced savings in each year. For example, even though overall 2010 sales were 21% CFL, the CFL sales share only increased by 0.01% between 2009 and 2010. However, as the CFL and LED sales shares grew relative to the frozen baseline and these technologies accumulated in the stock, savings increased throughout the Sixth Power Plan period. The rapid change in the residential market—yielding 302 aMW of market savings in six years—was driven by increased sales shares of efficient CFLs and LEDs and enabled by the short lifetimes of incandescent and halogen lamps. As these technologies decreased in the stock, natural lamp burnout—and, therefore, new purchases—declined by one-third between 2010 and 2015. Unless consumers begin replacing lamps before the end of their natural lifetime, the market size and associated opportunity to drive further efficiency gains will continue to diminish in coming years.



ONLINE 
RETAILERS 
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We really had two questions for online retailers: how large is the online retail channel and does the mix of lamps sold online different from traditional B&M retail?
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Per one interviewed online retailer: “We’ve experienced double digit year-over-year growth for six straight years.”
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Online retailers sold a similar mix of efficient and inefficient lamps to other retail channels, but their technology mix was differently Online retailers sold more incandescents and LEDs, while B&M retailers sold more halogens and CFLs. We also found that online retailers sold fewer ENERGY STAR qualified CFLs and LEDs than other retail channels.



OPPORTUNITIES  
TO REACH RURAL 
CUSTOMERS 
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We found that online retailers are just starting to partner with utility lighting programs. The retailers we interviewed often had questions for us about what that would look like and expressed an interest in learning more. BPA has enlisted at least one online retailer since we completed our interviews, but it’s clear there is more opportunity. Online retailers may also enable BPA and others in the NW to reach customers in rural areas that have less access to participating B&M retailers.



LIGHTING 
 SHOWROOMS 
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Similar to online retailers, we wanted to learn more about the size of the lighting showroom channel, who their customers were, and how they made stocking decisions.



LIGHTING SHOWROOMS  
SERVE BOTH SECTORS 

RESIDENTIAL NON-RESIDENTIAL 
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We learned that lighting showrooms serve both residential and non-residential customers, as well as new construction and existing homes. We also learned that their business are relationship based, their customers see them as resources for not only buying lighting but also for information and advice. As we’ll talk about later, they even develop lighting specifications for some residential new construction builders.
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Lighting showrooms sell some lamps, but their business is primarily selling higher end and/or unique fixtures. Since fixtures dictate the appropriate lamp to use – general purpose/specialty/pin-based –  the purchase of new fixtures presents an opportunity for promoting efficiency. This is particularly true for integrated LED fixtures, which would ensure LED usage for decades.
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CONSTRUCTION 
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The third market niche that we explored was residential new construction.
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Responses varied with regard to why builders choose the lamps that they install. It often depends on the type of homeowner they are building for or trying to attract. Also, some builders market themselves as “green” and have developed company-wide sustainability and/or energy efficiency protocols that can lead to high efficiency lighting.
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With regard to who specifically determines the lighting spec, builders handle that decision internally about 50% of the time. ~30% of the time, the builder leaves that decision to the electrician they’ve subcontracted to, while the remaining 20% of the time the decision is made by the lighting showroom that supplied the fixtures.
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NEXT? 



EISA 
2020…MAYBE 

45 LUMENS PER WATT  
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The same EISA legislation that reshaped the residential lighting market between 2012 and 2014 also directed the DOE to revisit lighting standards by the end of 2016 and consider setting higher standards that would take effect in 2020. Commonly referred to as EISA 2020, this mandate contained an important backstop requirement: if the DOE did not further increase efficacy levels for general service lamps through a new rulemaking by the end of 2016, then the standards would automatically increase to 45 lumens per watt (lm/W) in 2020. In February 2016, it seemed as though the DOE would set new standards between 70 and 105 lm/W, depending on the lamp’s lumen output. Such an efficacy level would have meant, for example, that a 60W incandescent equivalent could not consume more than 8.5W. Ultimately, however, the DOE opted not to adopt these or any new efficacy requirements. As a result, the 45 lm/W backstop requirement included in the original EISA legislation— which equates to 18W for a traditional 60W incandescent lamp—will go into effect on January 1, 2020. However, the new administration and Congress may change or eliminate the backstop before it takes effect. 
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While the DOE decided not to issue higher efficacy standards in January 2017, it did expand the definition of general service lamps as part of the EISA 2020 rulemaking process. The revised definition subjects almost all previously exempted specialty lamps to efficiency standards. Many of these specialty lamps, particularly reflector and candelabra mini-base lamps, are common now, representing around 30% of the Pacific Northwest market. This expanded definition also removes potential loopholes by discontinuing the exemption for rough service, shatter resistant, vibration service, and 3-way lamps. Only 15 specialty categories, such as appliance lamps, black lights, bug lights, and infrared lights, maintain exempted status. 
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Consumers are buying 

MORE EFFICIENT 
LAMPS. 

2011 2015 
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In 2011, it was really a two horse race – the classic match-up of efficiency good and evil – between CFLs and incandescent lamps. In 2011, incandescent lamps were winning handily representing nearly 2/3 of total retail sales. CFLs were half that rate at 31%. Interestingly, two important technologies today - halogens and LEDs - were complete non-factors in 2011, each at or below 1% market share.In 2015 we see that incandescents have dropped all the way to 12%, with halogens now officially carrying the inefficient torch, at 33%.  2015 also saw the efficient lamps become the majority of sales again, with LEDs growing in popularity, to just under a quarter of all sales. Some of the LED growth came at the expense of CFLs, which continued their slow decline, now down to 31%. Again, we saw these trends continue in 2016.



Total residential lighting 

ENERGY 
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The research team estimates that total residential lighting energy consumption in the Pacific Northwest dropped by 39% between 2009 (1,338 aMW) and 2015 (813 aMW). This reduction is a combination of three factors. First, the 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) prohibiting the manufacture of the most common incandescent lamps between 2012 and 2014. Second, a rapid decline in the cost of highly efficacious light-emitting diode (LED) lamps. Third, regional utilities running programs that promote efficient lighting technologies. 



EISA 2020, if it stands, will drive even  

greater efficiency gains. 
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This remains to be seen, but we’ll likely know more soon.
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In addition to being a resource for program planning, regional measure updates, and Council Power Planning, individual utilities could leverage the model as part of future conservation potential assessments.
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BETTER MODELS. 

Update model with… 
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And we’ll look to continually improve our model and the information that comes out of it. Likely updates will include NEEA’s current RBSA, future shelf-stocking studies, and the integration of sales data from emerging channels like online sales.
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